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In this report are presented the results of· an exper-
iment ·conducted to· compare the concretes produced. a,t:_J:he. seven _ 
manufacturers of prestressed concrete in Pennsylvania with regard 
to their potential in contributing to prestress losses. This ex-
periment is the preliminary phase of a __ research project for the 
establishment of a rational method to evaluate losses in pre-
tensioned concre'te structural members. 
- Smail concrete specimens were made at each of the pro-
ducers of prestressed concrete in Pennsylvania. Elastic shorten-
' 
ing and creep strains were measured for an' initial prestress of 
2000 psi. Shrinkage strains were also measured from-specimens 
of identical dimensions. The two manufacturers whose products 
exhibited the largest and the smallest elastic shortening, creep, 
and shrinkage were identified. 
This report also reviews previous research on .. the sub-
ject of creep and· shrinkage, and presents several known theories 
concerning these phenomena. The data from this experiment was 
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1.1 _ .a~ckgro_und ---------·-·--·- -·------·-···--·--·-·--- · -----·- -- ..... ·····--···----------------- ------- ---- -···· . 
The use·of prestressed concrete beams in the United 
- ---------- - ---- -- --- --------------------
-~·- ---·-----·------· ------- --· ----------------·--- -·- - ' -
States lagged behind that of many European countries. Construc-
tion of the first prestressed concrete bridge in this country, 
Walnut Lane Bridge in Philadelphia, was started in 1949 and com-
. . 
pleted in 1951. Since that time, the use of prestressed concrete 
in bridge construction has been expanding rapidly. During the 
years 1957 to 1960, 2052 prestressed concrete bridges were au-
thorized by the Bureau of Public Roads f~r construction.14 As 
of·this writing, more than 12,000 prestressed concrete highway 
bridges exist in this country. Pennsylvania, having approxi-
, 
mately 1900, !_~ads all the states in the nation for the number 
of prestressed concrete bridges· constructed. 
_)· 
. One of the.major problems involved in the design of 
prestressed concrete members is the estimation of the loss in 
I 
the prestress forces. For pre-tensioned members, these losses 
are attributed to elastic shortening,. creep, and shr.inkage in 
concrete, and relaxation in steel. At the time when the pre-
stress is transferred to the- concrete, concrete shortens and 
the prestressed steel sho·rtens w·ith it. Therefore,· there is a 
__ _,_ ____ _ 
~--- - ---·- -·---------
'· 
---~--~~--··---·····-·_..-....... - ..... ----------~-.. ----.->----·--· -~--· --· ·----·---·--·· -~-- ·---·--------··----· ... ---·-~---- __ ......... _______ ----··---.... ------ ______ ._... --
- -
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decrease of prestress in the steel which is referred to as· the 
· ·loss due· to ela_~_t_!~---~hQrt~nfng_~--., ....... S.h.:rinkage ...... i.s ___ the ____ s_hor.tening .... o.f ........ -.... -··_ ---~----·· ___ _:_" ____ .......... : ...... · ••--,.·~·--·•-·•-"'••-••<•---·••"''"'~··'·M• .. ••••'· ... , ' • 
•, 
. ·- ···-·--·-··----.. -... -.------ ~ 
. . 
:· -_ concrete due to drying and--chemical~- reactions while . creep is the ···· 
- - - - -· - --------- ~ .... - .. -···--- -~·--- -·· --- - - .... -· .-- .. ·-- ·- ----··-· ·----·- - - - .. -· - -- . . ' 
- . . ' ' . . ~.; -
-
-
--COrrtiti:uea···--sliorteiiing --diJ.e---~to ____ e:ite-rnal loads. -c~eep ·and shrinkage -------------~-
~~~.,..._...,.....--~=--shor_te_nings of .. c.oncret.e in--t.u-:r.n wil-l--eaus-e-- the --pres-t~essing -te~~-
dons to shorten, and consequently, to lose some of its initial 
prestress •. Relaxation in steel actually signifies the decrease 
I of its stress when it is kept under constant strain for a period 
-. 
of time. Because of creep and shrinkage in concrete, however, 
the prestressed steel is not maintained under a constant strain. 
Although not strictly. correct, the loss of- stress in prestressing 
steel due to the sustained varying strain is commonly referred to 
as the relaxation loss. Unlike elastic shortening, creep and 
shrinkage of concrete and the relaxation in steel are long term 
phenomena and theor·etically continue indefinitely. 
.;,,· 
--------------~-
The present method of estimating prestress losses in 
pre_-tensioned concrete beams vary widely -inv different specifica-:-
tions. The· following formula.is recommended by ACI-ASCE Joint 
·""'.-".· 
,,, 
',, Cammi ttee1 and AASHO :3 · 
. ' 
A f = (e + e + e ) E + 6 f . S · e S ·C S 1 S1 , 
.. _____ ,_· - .. ~ .... _________ ........... ..--... -.............. - .... --...... ---··-·-· .. ·-------·---......,.·---~ .......... ---~-·--_.,.,..-....... -....... ~······--·-----·--:.-..---.. - ...... -· .. -,.---:..__;.....~-... _________ .~·-_--. --:--:-·_-..:----. -... -._ ·---. _·----:---:-·--::-.. ,..._.~---·-~~~--=- - . ---- .. :·--.. ···--~-.-•.····· 
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'I, 
, In · this formula. fl fs , is ·the.'. loss in ·pres tress, and f . is the S1 
initial stress in s·teel. The symbols ee' es' and·- ec signify the I. 
. .... '1 
---. --·-·· ....... - - - ~- .. ·-···- -~ - ----- -···--·--- - ------·------····---.---·--·--··-···------· ... ·-----------· .. -···-·· .. , ...... ----~ ---· -
., __ .,.- -~-------- .. ·--· ·------··----······-····-- ·- --· -- ---
-·- - - .. ~ ... --. __ ...,._____ -
---'--~- ___ ......... -,, ...... , ...... 





creep, respectively. - !he __ r_a~io_ of_the_ rela_xationlos~_to_~l"l~----·-· ---': .---1r-'-= 
-------~--------·--··-·-· ..... .. - . 
·t· initial pres tress f~rce i11 ste~l is &f • The Joint Conuni ttee also 
recommended the use of 35,000 psi total loss in the pre-tensioned t, 
beams in the absence of necessary data. The U.S. Bureau of·' Pub-
lic Roads rec C>mmends a more specific, formula, a a 
b.f =6000·+16f ·,+0.04f. S CS S1 
• 
where f is the initial stress in concrete at the level of cen-cs 
troid of steel. In this equation, the 6000 psi -represents the 
shrinkage loss. The term 16 f cs may be divided into 5 fcs for 
elastic shortening, and 11 f . for the creep in concrete. The . ' cs 
. 
'<· 
last term represents the· loss due to relaxation in steel. 
In the design of standard bridge members of the Penn-
.,. 
.sylvania_ Department of Highways, the loss of prestress is esti-
mated as 20% for box girderS'~d 22.8'~ for I-beams. '""The'" Penn-
sylvania Department of Highways furth~r specifies that the 
·Bureau of Public Roads formula should be used for beams not 
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cement ratio, shape of the beam, and magnitude and distribution 
· of applie.d stress affect the final loss in prestress. Most of 
the current methods used~aluate losses represent only an 
average condition, and do not respond to specific variation of 
these factors . In an effort to establish a more rational basis 
for the estimation of prestress losses, a research project is 
' being c~nducted in the Fritz Engineering Laboratory at Lehigh 
University under the joint sponsorship of the Pennsylvania De-
partment of Highways and the U.S. Bureau of Pub}.ic Roads. The 
main emphasis is placed on pre-tensioned .concrete bridge beams 
c.ast in Pennsylvania. 
, .. -
·.•· 
As a preliminary part, the concretes produced at all 
of the prestressed concrete producers in Pennsylvania were com-1 
pared for their potential in contributing to prestress losses. 
The primary· object of the pilot test was to s.elect the ·two man-
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because-of the quality of the ingredients and their prQportions, I 
! d~ exhibi tecl . -~~~-----!-~-~~-~--:-~~ the 'J!.1Q._~_t ---~-QlJD.t ___ .of .. shortening .. --due---.. to-----------.. ----t-··---------·-------------- --·----------------------···----·--.------······. I 
. . !--~-:~= _ ==-~,~ ~: _ =- ~las tic sho-rteriing,, creep, and shrinkage. . The specimens for the 




---- --- - . 
. ' 
• 
plants. Ther~fo:re._, __ the .... final. results--of the--main -tests s.hould .. ------------~~~ ------· 
' _-'f)i 
establish the upper and the lower bounds _for-the losses in pre~ 
-tensioned concrete beams.cast in Pennsylvania. 
1.3 Scope 
The pilot test was conducted ·on small specimens of 
prestressed concrete placed at each of the seven manufacturers 
of prestressed concrete in Pennsylvania. These manufacturers 
are listed alphabetically-in Table 1. £ach series of the speci-
mens as cast was designated by a letter from B .t?.to T. All details 
reported -herein will Jle.referred· ·to the letter designation rather. -
· than the\ name of the producers. 
Besides the composition.of concrete, the following fac-
, 
tors also influence the creep and -shrinkage in.concrete: 
1. Magnitude and distribution of applied stress 
2. Time. when stress· is first applied 
3. Shape and size ·of specimen 
4. Storage bumidity 
5. Storage temperature 
. ...c: 
' ~---:_:,,_;_;:._, . .:_:..· '~-- .:~-----.. ......;...· -
_ 
_.___-·,.;,.;;,_ ______________ _,_, -- 'i ,, ________ .. __ . --- -......----~----------------·--











, ... .,..; ,· 
In the preliminary-study, all of these factors were k9~ con .. 
stant. ... 
. . . .. a-'--,------------·---. ' -----·-----~··----.. -·-----·--·----·-·--·--·--·----·-··-·-----·-·----·--·"·-·-·-------~-·-··--·-··--·-·-··-··-···-·-···-····--·---... ·-··--~---·--·--·-·-·---·-·--·---·-···--·-···-.. ·····-·-·-------····--·-·-··-··~----·---.. --····----·-··--·---___:-_....._ ____________________ . ___________ . 
. ' 
·-;,,-··--·-----~-=--·-~=--==·----------=--=====--==--==-:=-:-~=·si:ncE!=ffie p:i.101:· ·1:est:was-=1:o-compare=af frerent·c=-oncrete=~ =·=-:--==__.=--= ;-
! 
) 
• . - - I d t ~ . hed l f ll d """ ak th t 11 'f 1 ---------·:-----_-----------·-----_--------pro -ue- --s--, a----s-Lr:ie-t-·--·s-e- -- -- -u- e-·-was- c>- --awe- LO m --e -·sure -- -- -a - a----- ---o ------ ---------·--------1 •--_ . I ~ 
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------------------~-- --·the· spe·cimens, wet1c!": treated tne ·same·-wasr: -- The -relative magni tuaes 
\ 
' ·-. --- . of creep and shrinkage rneasuremerits r·athej:,- ··tn-an their absolute 
C:· 
.. 
values were of primary concern. 
Before describing the p'ilot study-, a review of the fun-
dainental theories related to creep and shrinkage in concrete and 
.:r 
a.summary of some of the ·previous research projects in related 
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Among the four · main factors · contributing to ·the pre--
------- ---strescs ~-10,s-ses in ·-pre--tensione·d---c-oncrete mempers, elastic sh·ort----·------ -----· ·- ·-----·----·- -
ening is the best W1derstood. This:shortening can be computed 
.. 
·and taken care of very easily. Reiaxation in steel is not af-
.. --
. - -- --·-- --· - --· - --- -------------- ---~- . - -fected b·y the concrete properties. Therefore, it was not stud-
ied in the preliminary part of this project . This chapter is 
devoted to the phenomena of creepvand shrinkage which are the 
o-i:her two contributing f~ctors tf the losses of pres tress forces. 
Mechanism of creep·and shrinkage, as well as the factors influ-
encing them, are e~plained. There are many·papers published on 
these two -s-ubjects beeause· of ·-the·ir ·importance· in estimation of 
·- ·- . 
-~ -. - - -- ·- . - -
- - - -~ 
2.2 Cement Hydration t 
Wate~d cement start to react chemically upon getting 
into contact with.each other. This reaction is known as-cement 
hydration. As a result of hydration, slender crystals form arotmd 
,,,... 
. r the cement grain as shown in Fig. la. , When these crystals from 
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w~ich··'keeps cement .grains together as. shown ~n Fig .. lb. The 
··-········---·;··-··-~--~-------~-·· ___ · ______ · .. spaces--b e.tween- --the- --ePys-ta-ls-----·are---fi-lled-----wi-t-h--a---f elted··--mass-·o-f--·---------------~-------. ~----·-·-------
· ·---·-.-::::":::··:.:=::..-.;-: --__ -.::...::::::::=========· ·-- thin-,==:wriftlcI·e~a=:: .. foils=~-1:~~;=~=-rne:=~pri1,luct·fs---····of~--hyci"ra f ion·.· are .... c·omnton-ly==~- --__ : _·-~ --- -~ -.. ---· 
ref erred to as- cement gel. 
Cement gel contains many voiq.§· ___ Qalled .. cgel .po.re.s... . The- - -----~ ----· 
.;._,-- ·~-··-.. - - .- __ . -··-- -····· ·-·- - .. 
porosity of cement gel at maturity is estimated to be 28 percent. 
. . The diameter of a.gel pore is normally between 4-0 and 50 angstroms, 
______ -~- _ _____ ___ _ __ which i-s 01:1ly ,4 to- c·S times the. size of a water molecule. 8 Due to 
·' 
--
the extreme fineness of the· gel pores, a great adhesive force is 
developed between the gel and the thin layers of water in the 
pores. 
Hydration is a very long-time process. As hydration 
progresses, the anhydrous cement grains become surrounded by the 
cement gel of ever-increasing thickness. Water must penetrate 
the gel before further hydration can take place. Thus, the rate 
of hydration decreases as time increases~3 Complete hydration is 
almost never achieved. 
2.3 ·Water in Hardened Concrete 
The water commonly used in concrete mixtures is about 
three times that needed for hydration. Before concrete hardens, 
a .portion of this water .evaporates while. another portion reacts 
-----~- --- -·-- --
·-"'-" 
-~· ----- •--·------·--·------·-·-•-••-·---•·-·-·------·-·-·-------·~·-·--·--------·- '-•·•··-------------·-·-••u.,.•••••-•••.,.·-----•-··--·- ••-- ' ' 
_ ,__ ___ __, ~----··-·--·--·· 
-9- .. .\ 
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. chemically ·Wi_th the cement,. during the hydration. The . water con-
.. 
.................. --~--
___ tained_~. __ in ____ h~~-g~ned_, ___ c_oncre.te. ___ m.ay __ ,_b.e. c.l'p.ssified. J.nto----.thr-ee~-·-t-ypes--'-·-·--· ··-· -.. -~ ..----, ........ 
.. 
--- _ ."--:....:--~~~e~or.ding ..... :tO:.::=the~ .. Jtianne:r ... :_fn·.-~·-whiah~: .. i~t~-=--£.9.=:=at:tacb't~cI---:~ta=:~,th.e~:=-~s-o±ia-·:~-:-~--=---... ...::-_--_-·---~_----::::-_--=-· -~-~ ...... 
. ·-·- --------~---~,-~-----~ -- -
particles: . ·' 
1. crystallization water 
• l' -· 
-----~~~. ---·--·g·el- water ··· -- -
3. capillary water 1 a 
Crysta·llization water is very strongly bouri.d to the solid par-
-- -- - --- - ·- - -
. - --· -- -·- .. -·· ·-·--- ___ ., ______ ·- ------- - -- ---·-·· - - ·---· --
------- ~------ fic-les and actually · acts as a solid. For all practical purposes, 
-~· . 
it may be considered irremovable. Gel water is the water held 
in gel pores. As mentioned previously, it is also held tightly, 
but it may escape and evaporate under favorable conditions. 
Capillary water.is held in.spaces among gel and aggregate par-
\ ticles called.capillary cavities. The average size of a capil-
•. ~ 
--------------l·ary : cavi·ty · i-s -- about· 1·0·0 · times larger -t-han a . gel pore. There-
fore, the absorptive forces exerted by them on-capillary water 
is- rela~ively weak. Hence, water moves into or out of capillary ci) 
c,vities fairly freely. ~ 
\ 












between concrete and-its surrounding medium, watertries·to move 
• 
·into or out of concrete. -The pressure gradient can be created 
by stresses in the·concrete, or by a "variation of the relative 
,_ .... ____ ...... .., .. ---~-----·---""--------·--······ . ·---·----,-- .. -1--------··--·-~,----·--~----------~-·----"'-·--.. -·--·-·-·--~·---~---·~--··--· 
-10- ~ .. 
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-L----·· , _______ .W.ith ..... low .. r.elative- --humidit-y-- has- ··-a · low·. vapor' pressuref~- .. ··There·fore_~--------,-----·-.  . - _______ ........ __ , 






...~ ........ ---:--•••- .. ~~~·----~~---~-·~-~~~~~~~~E~~~~~. ·---
. is less than that of the concPete, wat~r · seeps out of the con-
crete, provided that.it can qvercome surface tension and fric-
.. 
-
-- - ---==~=='=-='-"ttirioiiona:l · fo·rces. --As- will--be discussed in detail later, this seep-
age of water is ·one· of the main reasons why concrete· creeps and 
shrinks. 
----- - - --- -- ~-
·-- -----~---- . . . '-'--·-
. 
.. 
-- - ---- -·- ---






-· ~ .• lf. Creep Theories 
At the present time, the mechanism of creep i·s not 
completely understood. Various theories have been proposed in 
the last three decades. Several of these theories are briefly 
discussed here. 
Plastic Theory 
---·~--~---·- --~- Plastic theory·assumes that the creep of concrete is 
the r.esult of slipping along planes within ·the crystal lattice. 
In . other . words, cre·ep of concrete is very similar to plastic 
;_1' •• ,· 
I;.• 
I . r • ·. flow of steel. ·. Bingham and Reiner ·suggested that mortar acts . 
as an elasto~pla.stic ___ ma:terial---With a----y-ield point of 65 psr.17 · _______ --- .•.. ---- --~ .. . -- ---------· . . . 
~ 
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----~·-------·-. - -·- -- . . ·--,------------ ------
· is partially r·ecoverable upon unloading. 
flow cannot count for all of creep. 
Viscous Theory 
Therefore; plastic 
... •: ,. -~-=·. 
Viscous theory attributed 0-reep to the viscous flow 
·-·-·-. ·-~ .... ____ .. 
- ,. . 
. 
_____ --------~- __ -~ _____ D_f __ cement gel .under~ stress.. When an external force is appI:-ieci-·---- - - -- -- •" ---------. 
It ·. 
\t'I''\ : 1u,, 
~) .. :-:-:;', '-
~ - ' 
: ~f:f \(· . .. ~--· .. 





to a concrete specimen, a ·frac~ion·of the load is resisted by 
the aggregates and the rest by .cement paste. Under the influ-
ence of sustained load, the cement paste moves, and consequently, 
-causes creep. 
.. According· to this theory, th:e viscosity of the cement 




of viscous flow decreases, and so does the rate of creep.· · 
As the viscous flow of ceme)Jt gel ·continues,- the load 
is transferred from the gel to the aggregates.. Therefore, the 
-stress in aggregate particles increases with time and so does 
the aggregate strain. Thus,. a part of the creep-st-rain in con-
crete is attributed to the··"delayed elastic shortening" of ag-
· 17 gr~gates •. / 
.--
---,--·---..,,----,-...,..,,-,---:---,--· '· - ____,_--· ---~---- --~~~-
·-... _ .. ___ . . 
-'1.:2·--
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Aggregates normally have a·: much higher modulus of 
· . · . el~~-tig~_ty ~11~ ___ tl.1.e ... _c.e.ment .... -paste .•. ----AS-----a---~es-ult-, -the stress- in-___ ·-·-·-:··-·-··---~-.. -----·-.. ~------...-----·~ • 
-
I\ 
";°I , ' 
. ___ ..... - . 
" . . ' . ' .· ' 
-- ·----~---·-
. .. ... -----·-···:·-: ...... :-~---·--···~-···-··--·~-· --.-·. ··t~~:.,.,.,~g-g-:v~.ga.t.es.::·.-·.i s· .. ~ __ .much ...... mor-e·~-~than~-----th:i:ft~=.::iri-··~-th~e::····cfemefft'··.:'p~:$"£~····~~.::~.:-~:.::~-~~:~·-_.' -_;_~_-_..;;..·_'·""'""-:---·-.- --~-----~:: • ., -· ~~ .... , ...... -..-"--'-4 .. , .. ~~-..:.. ... ---·--...._-..... -,--._.., ............. .__._ '• • 
, ...... ·-···· • __ , • , _, ..... ,- ----··-"'40•~--.-··---·,.-·•<···-···-~···-···· ... ---•.• .. ,.. ..,.,· .. ,... 
,i ·-· .. ----- , ...... ,. ...... ··" ····- •• "" ., ,.c-.,· ,- , ' ,., .,-~" ·•· ~--·-- ... A~-~·-· -• • • • ',, • 
............ ~-----· .. ---------·--"M--- He~ce, the aggregates may creep even though the same aggregates 
.. ---·- -- .. -~ --· -·-- ··--···- ... .,.,, .. -, .... _, .. 
.. :~_ .. · ___ -- d9_ not -exhibit apy. creep· under stress equal to the average stress ---~~- --- -- ·-· --' 
- - ---···-···-----..:"'""'" --- ------- ---- . . - ---------· - .--c-- -
-
_, ____ , -.~- -·-
. - -- _,. .. ' 
. '; .. 
' '• . j 
tributes ·to . the · total creep. of concrete. 
. -- -- ··--. - . ~--- ·-- -- ... -- ···-
Viscous_ c:t'eep i~ j,independent .. of stoPage--humi-dity·.while 
the -pi,e,ep of con.c.rete has been proven to de·pend on this factor • 
The:refore, viscous flow is not the· onlY. factor. causing Cz,'eep. in· 
o' 
concrete • Volume · change in .concrete -can also be used to show 
that viscous flow is not entirely responsible for.creep in con-
crete . 
--~. ----·----------seepage Theory·------ ---·----------- ~------- ---------- -
Acqording to this theory, creep.is the result of the 
---- --- - -~ -- .-----·----··- ~ -·- . 
- - - --
·--4-\ -~--------~-·------------,-s~epage · of water . from the concrete . . As mentioned before, water 
- .. __ ---- - - .. 












. . ....... 
Remoyal of water from cap~llary ·cavities ha~_ little · 
effect · on the volume change in. ~ClncpetE!. _ .. _The rela .. ti-v-ely "sma-11- --- -
.,:, -·---- ,., . - . ·--~--· -- ~- . . - . 
- surface tension forces , would leave these cavi ti~~ open~ Nor-
mally,. the continued process. of cement hydration results in- for- - ~-· -
·- - - - - - - .. -
- .... - ·---
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·Removal of water from·gel pores actually-causes· the 
--
' 
_{__ __ : __ ·· __ ·.. c.oncret-e .... member-·-to deereas·e.-.:--i-n--··-volume,-------bH-t-----resistance '-to--··-this-------- · ',: - - . °' . . ' 
.... ·-~·- .... .,_._, . .,.. ............. ___ ·~-· ~. ,..____ ..,,...-. .. ..,..." .......... "'7 ,~,-~._ •. ~-1~· "' ,,, .... ,~ ...... , •• , ......... , ,.M ~'"''" .. ~-··~ ~--"N--H - ··-~n,,¥,n•,-·,a,.....,-,,..=AO•<>••·-·~--... ~....,,,..,._..,,_..,. __ , ....... ...._ -~-~ 
. ·-- . ., .. _ ..... -.--"""'"'·---·-···c•" •. --- '" ·····-··-····-.-- .. ---·--··-· .. -·-·------
. and the frictional res-j.stance in the water passages must be over-
____ .. come. As water moves- _out, the· surface tension ·tends· to .cl.ose the 
. 
. 
















·- .. S_~capag~ _<:>f ___ WJ!.t~r __ f"_rom J.mlpc1.ded ___ concre_te __ causes~shrink-- _ 
age. When.concrete is loaded, the .. rate of water-seepage increases, 
·-- ------~ -- ---- ........ -----~ .. --,' --
resulting in more sh.ortening. This increased .shortening due to 
the external load is called seepage creep. 
According to· this theory, the decreasing rate of creep 
and shrinkage is- explained by the following reasons: 
1. The amount ·of water left in COI\Crete de-
-------·-··- -··- -·· ·- .. ~-- ---,· ----- -----~- ·-- -- -~-- -
- . - . -------- -· - --------·- ---- - . -- ---------- ---- ---- - -- ------ ----- - - - -- --- --
. . creases -with time. 
! 















.I ,_ ··· . 2. Gel pores close· up as de-watering occurs. 
,,, 
.-.~·- -·. 
------- 3. As -water moves ou:t~- water front gets fur-
- ---- -- -------· ----· -·- - ,.,_. -~ --- - - - . _ ... ---'--~- -·- . q;=- ... _ - -- -· - . 
'· ther ·a.way from the surface. \~ The ref ore, 
. . 
water has to move a longer distance and 
I 
. . 
to . overcome a larger frictional resistance·. 1 a 
r 
Tests have shown th~t creep occurs even when moisture 
. ---,-· .. -,----·-·------·-----··· -----, .. ,, 
·.movement -from the concrete to the surrounding medium is prevented. 
_ TherefoFe, seepage creep : cannot be wholly resp(?nsible for , c:peep. 
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· · Viscous-Seepage Theory 
' ' 
____ -----------~------·_- - - . ____ · ________ <-~.~1 , . As. the name -implies-,-- this-cthe-opy----a-s-stime-s-----tha-t----·a--:-part"·--:-· I 
•. 
... 
---~-c-of--·_··the·- ~shortening· i's. due to: v~:~~:Q~$.. :.f:J.qw~:_o __ :f-- ce111eiJt gel while.:tfie==_ ______ _ -· ___ ....................... ... - .... .. . --· . . .. . --·.. . .. ....... .. - ..... - ... -- . . .._, .. ---
. 
_,., .. _.,, •• ,,.. ,.h . .-.,·.·.-~·, -,,,•.~r u···~-•.-,,--::;,, ···~--.-,-, .. ~-,-,,-,,•·,~~--·--- .. ,A·'''''---•·"''"'····•-·••·-,·-~•-,-., ..... ,;.~,.,,,-•<•-~•·•·"·~··•·•-·· '"'",.,-"'·-~··0·-"""'·~•-~··--·····-- ••••'"' ·· -·· •-,,,,'-~--·· ''' '' _,._.- .. , .• _. ,· .. _,., ., .. ' --- .... ,. ·".t... . ..~ . ;,\·-· 
rest is due to-the seepage.flow. A. M. Neville suggested that 
.. 
- - .. ~-- ----·. ----~~~- - - --
.!h~.- "l:qtc;1l creep was a c.ombinat.ion. of. "true." , creep (viscous in . - · ----- ---· ------
. 
··· __ nature,.wi.th ... _a __ ,gr~dual ... transfer __ ,_Qf_-loada .. cto::the aggregate)::/·and~~~,-~~--~-~--=-=· -~-~~· ,~=~~
~;,_ 
increased shrinkage (seepage due to evaporation·and external 
force) .17 : 
----~-- -- -·-· -- - -·-· --· - -- - -· - --------·-·----- . 
------ -----------
The ratio of: viscous creep to seepage creep varies 
• 
greatly. The percentage of total creep due to seepage increases 
as the conditions become more.favorable for de-wateril!_g. At 
------- ----~---·---~-~------ -- -
. . . -
--Y.··-;··-:---:·· .. ~ .... ------.---~------------ - ---------~--;,,;-· 
100% -relative humidity ·storage,. s_eepage creep reaches its max-
imum in the first day after loading. As hydration reduces the 
_ relative humidity -o~ -the ___ concrete,. Wg.ter §ita:rts. to m.ove back ---- - - -- -,----~----------- -- ------···--
·into the concrete ... After· a.period of time, the seepage creep 
is reduced to zero. At 200'6 relative humidi1;Y, ·about 500,,.6_ of 
- - -- - -- --··-- -- . . ... ·-. \' 
. ' 
t 
· -- cr.eep is due to ... seepage. This peFcentage changes with the size 
and-shape of the concrete spec~men. , 
.. , 









~---- -. cus-sed here, visco-us~seepage theory · i·s-···-the··· most·---n-e·a·rly · correcrt, 
and is :.most :consisten·t with test :r,esults. 
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·•· ·· 2 • S · Fa~tors Influencing Cree:e and Shrinkage 
- . . ' -··-··------- ---------. . .. . ·~ - ~ Creep . in -concrete-has· been .-shown ·to--·--be--···grearly··:influ.;-·--,- -------------·---.. -... · ·. 
- -· ---· .. . ···-···· --· '.. - .. , -···----:--··-·-·---· .: --··-···-- . --- -.. ---· .. --- ;-·-· --- .. 
.............. -----·- --.---__ .. · __ -_____ -_______ -.... -... ]:!tfced ·by: the qua.Ii ty -of· the ingredients·· in ·.·concrete. An • . -··· · 1nves- ---·---------------- . · ··-·----·-· ··1 
tigation. carried out at the University .· of California. showed that 






- -~- a -~-~.~-~-~ollowed---by ·quartz, granite·,-- ·b~as·at t'-;-~-'a.ficl- ~ands-1:on£f~2 '1~-------Thtf·creep -·· ~~~~-~=~~--~.,_,_,_ 
·.... 
.. I 
of sandstone concrete is · more than twice that for limestone con-.. 
crete. Well.graded and well shaped aggregates decrease creep 




---- -- ---1 
---·--t 
.----------···-- -------~--- - ~----- --· 
The type of cement used also affects the creep rate. strain. ,' 
-For-concretes having the same compressive strength·at age of in-
finity, cr.eep· increases in order ·for · concretes made from· cement 
--~-~-------------------___,,. Types III (high early strength), I (normal), and IV (low-heat). 
The proportion.of the concrete mixtuPe affects the 
(' 
--- - -- ---------- -- ~~areep--rate· sig:rtj.~i_9@t.ly_._~ __ As_ cement p_aste .content inc.rease-S-,~-~-·::·.·' . - -. -- -----·---- .--~--.. .:..-----··-·. ···-··-·--·- ------ ...... ·--·-·-· -------·-· 














____ rec_tly_-wi~th the water---to--.cement ratio. 
.- - ..... _ .. T --- .. -··- .•.. ------- . -·- --- ' 
As applied stre~s increases, so does the pressure on 
. cement gel which :in turn results ·in higher viscous! 1aJ:1.d .seepage 




. c,reep. Creep is approximately propo-rtional to the ratio_ of ap-
. . 
l 








. -_-pll·ecr·-strEfss--c-~to ___ acttial .strength~ -- . - - -·-'··---- - -- . . . ·--------· ··--------------~--Distribution of applied stress 
. ·also has some\ bearing on .~reep. straino As age and maturity of . · . · · 
.-c --
-- ·-·. -·- ·- ·- - - . ---· concrete at first loading increases, .. the·creep;strain·decreases. ~ 
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As·mentioned p~eviously, water must overcome friction 
___ ·_,-----,-· ______ .-... ~---in- the passage to seep out· of concrete. Thus, the lengths of 
.. 
- . -- ------·-·-· 
----- -• -- -· ·-----------------·- -- ---- - . - -- ---
- .. '·these ·p·assageways: •' affect the . creep and . shrinkage of concrete. 
The ratio of volume to surface area is a convenient index of the 
average length of such passages. Slender members have a low 
ratio of volume to surfa~e ar~a. A recent research carried out 




. - _.- at Por_tland Cement ·A~se>~-~~t~on_ ReseaFch and Development Labora-. 
tory showed that as volume to-surface area increases, creep and 
shrinkage of the concrete mernbe·rs decrease •10 
As storage humidity drops , in other words , . -as the vapor 
. come more favorable for water to es·cape_ from the concrete. Hence, 
water moves out of concrete at· a fast~r rate causing more ~eepage 
- • 
-a • -·-·- • - - -- -
• 
____________ · _____________ cree.p _a:nct. shr_inkage. Higher ___ .:temperature- will---ea.use move evapora-
J 
tion of water which in -turn increases .. seepage creep·· and shrinkage. 
. 
. 
2.6 · Creep and Shrinkage Formulae 
Many formulae have ·been s·uggested to relate creep and 
shrinkage strains and time. · Most of these_ formula.e expr~..3:s the 
---------·-::-----··---------- • -- --~_ strains--a-s- -a ·hyperbolic --o-r- a logari thmic~;_-·function of time. 
' L 
' . . Lorman . and Ros$ ·suggeste·d that. creep and shrinkage at 
any. time t· .ave relatecl to those at .infinity .by the following hy-
-b !i' . t . . ' . . ' . J 
·• • 
-------~-... - ... - ••• 
_______ _p.e.r _.o _ . _c ___ .. :--e.qua. 1.ons--=---···:--··----~-·------------··--- ---· ----~-----··:-·--·---~--------·-------·-_ -·------~------·-------·-----_ ---- ·. 
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- ------------ --- -
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e t · 
·C·= 
e = 
c .. NC + t 
.......-- ... u....~: .. 
where e6 co and ec = are the final values of shrinkage and creep, 
-- . --- -·- ... --
--·· .. •c~~-' and N~ and NC are· the tiltlE!s at which shrinkage and creep strains 
• 
··-
attain one half of their final values, re spec ti vely .10 A~9ording 
....- . 
to this formula, t 
e ~ s 
and · ..!.. are linearly dependent on t. e 
C 
~-·------· 
--~--· ... -- ... Shi:11J!<_1?!-'~1?C)6.ed __ the fQJ.lowing e~pQne1tial equation for-
. creep: 
• 





e = 0/ t l/13 
·C 
where O! and ~ are constants which can be evaluated _by plotting 
' log e · against log t .3 
·C 
· slope equal to l;~_ . 
. 
This plot is a straight line with a 
This equati_on, which assumes an infinite 
inct'e_ase in creep, is not accurate after about one year. A 
similar equation with different coefficients can be written for 
shrinkage. 
The fallowing formula was .suggested ·b:y ·M.q}le:11r.y: 
. ,~- ., ,- _,. 
.. 
------ -'-··- ·-·----------~--,----··"' 
-~ ', ! 
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t is time since. the application· of load., and ~, S ~ p, and r are 
constants that are found by expe'riment •3 · 
If creep and shrinkage are assumed to be directly pro-
______ ., _____________ ---- ···- ----------~--- --- -
' . 
portional_ to the logarithm· of time, the following formulae could 
be used .ai 




ec = S log (t + 1) 
·-·. - ··- ·- --. ------
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Many.experiments have-been cQnducted to study the creep 
· and shrinkage behavior of . concrete_, particularly after the wide 
i 
.... 
ac.ceptance of prestressed concrete. Several of these experiments 
. ,, 
at-e reviewed in this chapter-. -- ____ .. _; 
--- - - -
·Avery comprehensive study of creep and shrinkage of 
plain concrete was made over a period· of 30 years at the Univer-
1 
-sity of California by G. E. Troxell, J.M. Raphael, and R. E. 
--~---------------------- --- --------- --- ------~ - -· .. ·- ---- --- ----- ---- -------- ----~---------. ' 
Davis, starting in 1926.21 Most of their creep specimens"·were· 
loaded to 800 psi a~ 28 days. The fo~lowing is a review of their 
. . 
----·-- -t'ast variab-les and Pesults. 
1. Aggregate to cement ratio and water to cement 
ratio: 
Aggregate to cement ratio was varied from 
4.25 to 6.75 by weight, and'water to cement 
ratio from DoS to 0.8 by weight. Shrinkage 
strain did not seem to be related to either 
1 ,-, 
- one of these, ratios • However, the · creep r 
l ' L· --- ___ .. -so--~-- -s - ~-·- -~--.--- · --- ----·-- -· - -strain increased directly -with water to 
l 
~-· - --- --- - - - -- ~ - ------=--- --- - - -- - ------ --------- ---- - - ---
-- .... -- - . - . ., 
cement ratio and inversely -with aggre-gate 
to.cement ratio. 
'! 
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1 ,. · :2. Composition and fineness of cement: 
~ 
.[, . 
. . . 
Concretes made from Type IV (low-heat) 
--------------------------- .. ---·- l_ portland cement showed_ higher creep and .. -----.----· 
·.•'\;,;r,,,._~·,;.,,.,<,1,.,--,.~~~~.&r.1~:r~-i,:~,,-.,,,~'l~i.~J..lu~llt't~~,t,-.~;~l.._~~";\~'1"'"V'n~~l"l>~-•·•~t,•··:"•·\·.-,• --•,-"', - • • .'' ;,•- •· · ,,_. •. ,,.• ,. , ·•.··,-_._,·- • •·• ._, .. , ·,,•. ·· :'"·"''.' •-.. ,•".'-:•=·• ·,·,.• ,. .: .... , • .·· ·,,·· •:• .f •• ~ ,,, .• , •• ,.,_ ~-·· ,••,i.-:;-·-1·_,. •.,·::;· ,, .·,·•· '• ·' \'·•.,••,•-,,..,.,, .. ,.,,.,.,,.,., .. r•""'•,...-.,,_._ . ..,.._..,,. ... .., • ..,._,.,.._...,.~.._-__.....~-----~~\~.....;,~:.-.,._.._,....,,~,,m~-_,..-
s h.rinkage -than· concrete with Type I 
(/' --- -·-. 
,. 
r.· 'l 
- ----- -- _;: .--... 
·-
- ' 
- - -· - -· - -- -
,;•. 
-- - - .. -- --- .--~ - - -~--- •·· 
·* 
r (normal) portland cement • Shrinkage wa~ . 
~also greater for finely grotmd cement. 
3. Miner~logical character -of .agg·regates: 
Concrete specimens were fabricated .with 
.constant water-cement ratio and aggregate-
cement ratio using six different types of \' 
aggregates. Shrinkage was the highest 
for·sandstone, followed by gravel, basalt, 
granite, limestone, and quartz.in that 
.. 
' -- - -···---- ------------------·------~------·--···--· ···-- -- ------ ----~---"-~-~----------~------
order. Creep was also the highest for 
sandstone, but followed in order by 
basalt, gravel, granite, quartz, and 
limestone. 
4 •. Size.of aggregates: 
Two gradations of gravel aggregatep were 
used. One had a fineness modulus of 5.15 
and a maximum size of 3/4 in. , and the 
\ 
other a fineness modulus of 5.69 and a 
_ maximum size of 1-1/2 inches. A difference 
was noted in the initial rates· of creep, ·,{ 
-hu.-t ~Gt -t-he- long 0 term creep strains. -
s.. S-ize ·ef specimen: 
' 
... , -~ -----·· -·- --- -- ._,. -
•: 
. ·.;. . 
--,-- ____ ' ..____ ·Creep · of- eonerete decreased·- as- the siz-e -of--· - -- -------.. -----·-----------·--··-----------.. ------·----··------------------ . . . - -- -_ - - ·- ---·.·-··---.. ---. ~. . ... -"' 
. ' 
cylindrical speQimens increased from 6 inches 
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. in diameter a.."1d 12 inches long to 10 
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1----- -·- - -· . . · : Both· creep and :shrinkage increased sig- . 
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' . ~ 
--,----'~ .-i-·~-.. ~~- · ... · .... 
,· 
decreased. 
7. Intensity-of loading: 
9· .• 
· ··Creep was· approximately proportiona-1 .... _: ... ·-·-- -
to stress as the· stress increased from 
300 psi to 1200 psi. Specific creep 
.. (creep per unit stress) was only slightly 
g~eater at the high level. 
- --- . 
Age of concrete at the time of loading: . · 
A ·significant effect was noted on creep 
... 
by the age of concrete at load~g. After 
·one year -tmder load, the _ specimens loaded 
at ·90 days showed 200;6 less creep strain 
than those loaded at 28 days. 
Duration of time: 
Creep and shrinkage shortenings·_ continued 
over the entire period of observation with 
a.steadily·decreasing rate. Ori the average, 
the creep and shrinkage strains were 1/4, . 
1/2, and 3/4 · of those ·~t 
1
.20 years after about 
two weeks., two months,. and one year, respec-
, tively. 
• 
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The factors discussed above and many· other . related fac-
tors have been-studied separately ·by-others. A-series· of tests ' 1--·, 


















., paste contents of 27 and 33 percent, Lyse concl~~~d that, for de-
.sign purposes, the shrinkage of concrete may be considered to be 
directly proportional toithe amount of cement paste. A similar 
.conclusion was made for -creep strain, _provided that the sustained 
stress is based upon the ultimate strength -of the concrete at the 
t,~me ·of the applicat~on: of the load. 
U •. _J. Counto investigated the effe.c;t of the :e·lastic 
,.J.., 
·modulus -of the aggregate·s on the elastic short·enin.g., ~r-e.ep, and 
___ -creep re.cove·ry of -c-onc:r,ete· ·in 1964.6 Two ·series of tests were 
-- --- · :car.ried out. The elastic ·moduli of the · coarse aggregates varied 
from O .0425 x 106 to 15. 2 x 108 psi in the first series, and . 
from 10. 5 x 1a8 to 30 x 106 psi in the · second series. The · mod-
. ulus -of elasticity -of coricvete ·w~s fotmd to increase with that 
of the aggvegates. Also, considering the concrete to be a .mix-
tu~e of the aggregates and cement ·mortar, the modulus of elas-
ticity -of the mixtuFe increased ~ith the relative volume of th·e 
•· 
.1. , · stiffer ·of the two· components. Both· the ·creep strain and .the 
~ 
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· Best and Polivka studied the creep behayi~r ·Of light-
' ; 
·· . weight concrete in 1959 •6 A constant stress at 4CJJ;6 of the· c9m-
,. 
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l ,cvetes of comparable strengths. However, the shrinkage and cre~p~.,. 
• . . . J . C. ,, 
of the .lightweight concretes were significant!Y lower •. Total 
strains in lightweight concretes were less than or equal to nor-
' 
--~-.....__ _ _mal·. concretes .• _ -. -
... 





P. W. Keene compared the shrinkage of air entrained 
concrete with that of non-air entrained concrete of similar-work-
ability and strength in 1961.12 The test results ind·icated that 
- for ·concretes of medium workability-·and· strength, the shrinkage 
strain was not affected significantly by air entrainment. The 
:vesults · ·of this test also showed that mo.ist air curing for ·one 
-w~ek increased the to·tal shrink~ge · of concr~te. 
The influence of size and shape of members-on the 
· shripkage and creep of concrete .Ls being studied at the Port- a 
.. 
land _Cement Association Research and Development Laboratories •. 
T. C. Hansen and A._H. Mattock presented the results of the· first 
four years -of this study-.in 1966.1·0 Most of the specimens were 
· either.cylindrical or I-shaped. The-cylinders had diameters 
from 4- to 24 inches and lengths_~_from 18 to 58 inches. The 
, 
'. ~- - --~-
. .. 
: · depth of the_ I-~h,_;;ipeg __ memb~.I'§ ... varied .from .11 .• 5 _to .Y.fi .. inches . .. : ........ --- , .... -----· - ----- , ... . -··-·---- .·---. -···-__.·-···· .. - ------ -- . -· - .... 
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, to·, su~face ratio, which· was used as a ·measure of the relative 
I :. -; 
thiickness. of the specimens, lay _within the rang_e of one to six 
·'·'' 
' ' ' ··,, . 
. ' 
r' ;~ 
... '· :• 
.··, 
' . 
on ,. . 
' ·, 
·' ' . 
m -. .. . ' ~ . . . . - . . 
.Fl , . ,· ____ ........ · .. inches. The · creep specimens were loaded to about 25% of thei~-'-: .. -~ ~-~~ __ , ------"~=-~~~:=~~-:-~. --~~ 
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was permitted, the·creep and shrinkage of concrete were influ-
" 
. . ... 
- --- -· ------'-- ;._ - - .. _ -· -· -
-. ··~·- enced greatly by the volutqe to surf ace , ratio. However, the in-
flue'nce of this ratio on the rate of creep ~ppeared to be re-
r:· - ·~ ~,.~--· ·;;;,__; __ --=--
. ····--· -
stricted to an initial period of about three months only. After 
. ,• -~· ., 
this initial period, the rate of c~eep of all members was equal 
to that of a selaed specimen which had an effective volume to 
_____ .. _surface ratio _of infinity. 
J. R. Keeton made an extensive study of the effects 
of the size of specimens and the relative .humidity of storage 
on creep and.shrinkage of concrete, and reported his findings 
.in 1965.ia. Five,different controlled relative humidity envi-
. . 
ronments ·were used·:. 200;6. RH, 500;6 RH, 75% RH, 97% RH, and 1000;6 RH 
RH-. The applied stresses were 500, 1000, 2000, and 3000 psi 
. 
. ·wl:iile the design· strength waa 5000 psi after 7 days· in 100% 
. . 
__,..., ·curing •. The · s·pecitnens were · cylinders of three sizes: 3 inches 
. 
. . ~ 
.. , in diameter · by 9 inches ' long,· 4 inches · by 12 inches 9 and 6 inches - . - ·'#- .. _ - . ....J;..... --- -- -- -- --~ ---- -- ---- - -l. • • 
by 18 inches .- His findings on the · size of specimens were es sen-
, ~ 
,I·, . . : . ~...... . . 
f . 
.tially the same as.those by Hansen and Mattock~ Relative hu-
_________ ., __ ·....:.~' ,·. · · ___ , _____ · midi-ty_ of. storag.e .. environmen.t ..... w.as- observed -to -have. an. inver-se-·- .......  • ' f· 
' • • 
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· but non-linear ·influence on. the volumetric :change in concrete. 
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1 showed the same results. .. 
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The storage temperature, as well a~ its humidity, in-
fluences the·creep and shrirtkage ·in concrete. K. W. Nasser and 
A. M. Neville investigated the. creep of concrete at elevated 
temperatures in-1965.18 Seven temperatures ranging fromJ70° ·-to 
205° F. were used.' 'The results s~owed that the tempert~\ure of 
storage has· a definite effect on the creep of concrete •. The 
rate of ci-eep increased with the temperature up . to about 160° F . 
. ' 
-
when it was about 3.5 times that at 70° Fahrenheit. Above 
160° F. the creep rate decreased with increase in temperature. 
t• 
S . · Arthana·ri and · C •. W •. Yti s-tudied · the cre~p of .con-
·~ . C:t'ete under uniaxial as we11· as . biaxial stresses at high temper-
atures in 1967.4 The .temperature range use~ here,, was also from 
. about · 70° F •· to 200° . Fahrenheit. For both uniaxi·ally and bi-
axially·· loaded specimens,. t-he. specific ·creep .varied almost lin-
early with .temperature ·throughout .this range. They also found 
- ',..,..._ 
t~e··:final_ c·reep ·strain to be higher with the temperature increas.-
' l . ' 
· . . ing in' finite ·step,s ··as ._c.ompared. to that due to a constant temper-
ature maintained at the maximum. 
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I ' T. c· •.. :!, H·ansen .. studi.:ed the· effect;· of wind on. creep arid. 






· . Little difference was observe_d:_ !~-- -~-~-!gh.! .... c£h~.ngg,,,,s_,,,,.§]1r.inls,age"., .. ,.,, ... and,,=···~-"~·=~==~===~ .. "~-;.=L~"· -
creep of cement morta~ specimen~_., whether .exposed to wind of 
5 .m/sec speed or stored in calm air •. 
···· Maily experimen_1:s have been conducted on .... the influence 
• 
------ ·- --~·-- .... ,·· 
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extensive studies was'·done by J. · R. Keeton ini 1965 •13 Relation-
. SQip between the ~pplied stress 'and the c_reep .strain was . found 
. to be non-linear for all storage·humidities except in lOCJ'Ai RH· 
where linearity was reached begimling at 175 days. However, the 
..... , u 
. . 
curvature of the· creep versus applied ·stress diagram,:-'for~ all 
.storage conditions,·was very small and could be neglected for 
all practical purposes. I. Lyse also found creep strain to be 
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. . Creep of concrete under 'Varying stress is of special 
·interest in prestressed concrete design. Professor A.~ 
. ·conducted a te·s.t to study this phenomenon in 1958.20 . One series 
· of specimens was subje~d to constant stresses at various ·ages. 
Test results showed that creep strain was approximately propor-
tional to stress, and the total.creep strain decreased with an 
·inc·rease in .the age of· concrete at the ·time of ·the application·· 
" ........ -,. '. 
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I 
of stress~· I·. a, second· ser~e~, stress. ·was altered .at various 
.time interva1 s. The-residual strain that remained after the _re-
moval of all loads ·,was . greater for a declining stress than for 
' .. 
'I ,. t :'•~ ;.,. ; '• ' 
' . . 
1 
.. 
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, ~der vlying stress from creep data under· constant stress, and I 
. 
I 
'l.: ' •. 
/ 
I 
compared the results with the experimental values. Two of his · 
methods gave results rather close to the test data and will be 
I 
- exf ained here . 
I 
i 
I In the rate of ·creep method, the fallowing formula was 
used to estimate creep at time t after the application of load-
ing: 
' 
I ( de ;j 
" ,'") l f ]. dT e -






I, · where ----------- ------- -·------------·---- -
, 1 
. dT .was __ ._the .:_r_a_te~_,_o£ __ s_pecific .cre.ep--·· (c-P-e-e-p-due----t-O---Un-i.t-------· ----. - . · -- .--. r: 
I 
. ' 
. ·-.' _. 
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., ........ -~,·---·-·- - - - ..... -
' '•. 
stress) and f was the concrete stress. The integration was c· 
performed numerically using.small time intervals. Total 
strain at any time was the sum of the .elastic strain plus 
the cumulative creep up to . thatz time. This method disregards 
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1 When. f = o. · Modulus of .. elasticity of concrete is assumed to be 
··--
, · constant···-and creep_ ra~e is taken to be directly proportional to 
. I 
\., , 
stress level. This method· over-estimates the creep strain under·() · · · · 
: . I 
. •, --- . '-------, - :.....::: ·-··· . ...,. ~ 




. ' . 
,·, 
a declining.stress and under~stimates under an increasing stress. 
In. either . cast:!, the _resy.1,_t_s_ obt·ained by this method are reasonably 
close to the test results • 
'l 
, ,· ·-. _ -The--. method of -supePposi tion- may be~explained -by·an ~x~ 
ample. Suppose a specimen is stressed to 2000 psi at? the age of · 
28 days, .. and after 32 days under the constant stress, the stress 
is reduced to 1500 psi at the age of 60 .days. The elastic and 
creep st~ain of this specimen is computed by algebraically add-
ing the ,Ptrain _due to a 20·00 psi compressive stress applied at 
28 days and that due to a 500 psi tensile ~.tress· applied at the 1 
age of 60 days; This method assumes that spe_cific · creep is the 
same-in tension and compression. Also the Qreep-behavior of 
-· ' 
--·--- - . ! -- -- --·---- -
concrete, is assumed to be independent of the stress history. 
The results obtained by tIJis.method agree very closely with· 
'il . 
test data. Ros.s. concluded that the method of superposition was 
superior to the rate of creep method.· However, its application 
·requires a gr.eat amount of experimental data and ·tedious calcu-
-, 
lations. 
Professor A. D. Ross also investigated the CFeep of 
., 
. ~ 
-cone-pe-te under ·biaxial- stres-ses·in-· 1951.1-.19 ·· -Specimens under - . . -.:.: ...... --··· - - .:- . 
.. 
. '. 
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.• biaxial compression as · well as those under · stresses of . opposite · . 
• 
senses were included •· ·control ~pecimens . were subjected to uni-\j 
-. . ------~---··-- . 
/ axial compressj.on and tension. The results showed that creep in . 
l,./.~ : • 





' .. . . 
Also spe·cific creep for ·uniax.ial tension and compression were 
found to be the same, substantiating the basic. assumption of th~ 
.,, 
method of superposition described in the foregoing paragraph. 
r 
) __ .,..- t 
,/ 
J. M. Illston studied the creep .of concrete under uni-
,f 
\. i. i 
axial tension more extensively in 1965.11 The effects of stress 
. . level, period under load, ~ge of concrete at loading, and the rela-
... 
tive humidity of the environment were included. Creep was found 
to be proportional to .-tensi·le stress up to approx·imately 50% of 
I . 
the ultimate te.nsile strength •. The initial rate of tensile 
creep was higher than that of compres$ive creep. But the rate 
\ 
of tensile creep decreased much more r~~idly. After a period 
----- ----- -- - ----------- .., 
·.·.~ 
\ 
of time, -it became less· than the rate of compressive creep. 
-
The total tensile-creep strain was fotmd to be higher than the 
.total compressive·cr.eep strain.- The rate of creep for ·concretes 
loaded at different ages were vtrtually identical. Also, the -
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4. DESCRIPTIONOF EXPERIMENT 




·1 4.1.l Purpose ,, 
In order to· compare the creep arid shrinkage
1
charac~ 
teristics, concrete specimens were cast at ·each of the seven 
·: ........ :.. ... ,. -·-
• 
'~ 
manufacturers of prestressed concrete in Pennsylvania. All 
creep specimens were post-tensioned to an initial stress of 
2000 psi while shrinkage specimens were free of loading. Creep 
. and shrinkage strains were measured and the two manufacturers I . • 
. / 
whose specimens exhibited the largest and the smallest amount 
of shortening we~e identified. 
' For most of the standard bridge members of the Penn-
sylvania __ D.ep_artm_ent o_f __ Highways, the average prestress is be-
tween 1000 and 2000 psio The stress level of 2000 psi was 
. 
chosen near the upper limit of this range in order to~facili-
tate the ·comparison.· 
4.1.2 Test Specimens 
.,, 
,. 
The · creep and shrinl:<age sp·ecim~ns were 8-in. diameter 
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/ 
·. post-tensioning bar, as shown in Fig. 2. One series of~- specimens 
. we·re cast at -each· one of the seven plant_s.. Each series contained 
,i ·. 
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loaded for .. shrinkage measurements. The remaining .three were. 
post-tensioned for ,creep measut>eme~s. 
Ease of handling was one ·of the factors considered.in 
choosing .. ,th~ cross-section of -the specimens. As the relative 
rather than the absolute strains were the main concern in the 
comparison, the actual shape and size of the specimens was of 
li~tle significcU1ce provided that they were the same for all r 
. 
. specimens. 
'+·~1- 3· Materials 
Molds for the-cylindrical specimens were fiber tubes 
manufactured by Sonoco Products Company. They were lined with 
aluminum foil to.prevent moisture from escapi.Ifg. Steel;base 
plates 12 inches by 12 inches wer.e·connected to the molds by 
four small angles. The steel plates and the-inside of the tubes 
were thorougnly oiled and waxed to prevent bonding with concrete. 
A 1-1/2-in. al~inum flexible duct was used to form the center 
. hole. Aluminum hollow cylinders with 1-3/8-in. outside diameter 
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. . ' . 
. , were used inside the ducts · to keep them st:raight duril'lg the · _ ' ~ .' . 
t IJ .";, 
~.-.·, ·' ..... ·, .. 
'1 ', ' 
· plac·ement. of concrete o · These hollow cylinders were held in· . 
. "· . . • . . • . 
• • I . • • • 
·._. · . . .·· J2lace at both _ends Q_ A:t _ the bottom they· were fastened t.o the ·. __ · . · -_ 
====-~===:::==============~=============~===:===~=~~===========~=~~=~ - -- -- ···-·----- •· --~---
. · bearing plates o At the top th~y were attached to 2.-in. by 
. . Q' • 
·•. :~ ' ... ·-·· l '. 
.__ ... • 
·--- /. - ---
' -
· 12-in. steel plates which were in turn fastened to the top of 
iZ, 
the side forms by bolted angles.· Figure 3 shows a view of the 
. . 
c·oncrete forms • 
,r· 
The concrete mixtures were the same a~ those used by 
~hE! plant1; to fabricate bridge beams for ,the Pennsylvariia Depart-
m~nt of Highways. Relevant inf~mation on proportions and prop-
. erties of the · concrete ingvedients and mixtures are shown.- in 
. -~ 
-Tables · 2 and 3. rhe specimens were cured in the plants using· 
the same procedure as· w·a·s used for ·highway bridge beams. The 
curing period was normally about 20 hours ·at 140° F. tenwerature. 
Post.;.;;·tensioning was· ·achieved by ·means --of l-3/87in.· high 
strength steel bars manufactured by Stresstee1·corporation. Some 
mechanical properties of the steel used are l.isted below: 
" . 
ultimate strength, f' 
s 
. proportional limit 









Tests -done on Stressteel bars by the manufacturer indicates that 
~--- - ~ -·- --- -· ... - - .. '" - ·-
· relaxation at 0.7 ultimate strength does not exceed 2 percent. 
. . . 
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. I . ·, . . • 
.• I~ • ' - f' ' : ;• s the relaxation loss . was _considered negligible. 
.. 
- . The-creep and shr~:nkage shortenings of specimens were 
· measured by a Whittemore strain indicator ·over th·e middle -10 
' . 
·_;inches. Four ·sets· of .target points we.re installed at 90°. angles· 
as shown in Fig. 2. Each target point consisted ·of a brass in-
sert and a stainless steel contact seat. · The brass inserts were 
coated with a lay~r -of fine sand to ·improve bond with concrete. 
They ~ere then attached to the inside of-the cylinder molds be-
.fore.the placing of concrete. After the forms were stripped, 
the contact seats were ~crewed to the inserts. Figure ·4 shows 
a brass insert,· before and after ,coating, and a contact seat • 
-To maintain the small tolerahce in the 10-in. gage lengths :re-' 
................ 
qu..ired for the Whittemore. strain indicator, steel spacer -bars -
'-
weve used for the att~chment of the.inserts. 
ll-.1.S Specimen Preparation 
After ·Curing for approximately 20 hours·, the specimens 
were transported to Fritz Engineering Laboratory. They were 
stripped of forms,and their ends were ground smooth. Then the 
contact seats were placed and the initial gage readings were 
.i''\ -·-· - . ~ - - .... ---··------ - --~-·---·--·-- .. ____ : __ -- ----f .. '.· . .' ~ .. .. ...... 4, •. - ·- . - - . --· - -· •. 
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. . taken • . ' After 'this, the thi:-ee · creep · sp~cimens fr·om. each batch>~· · . , ; . ' 
. ·, 
·Were ·laid end to'.end on ~ h9rizontal I-beam, with approximately . ,
.. 
"·- ' ..... . 
. 
. . l/LJ.-in. gap & between ·.specimens·. _ The prestressil":lg_ ... !>.~.~.-.:!-{~§ ...... tli~n~,.,~~=ff=~~~·-,~~;.,_ 
···········.::·~=~ --~;~-~~~--i~~:~~h~-~h~ ,-~·~·~·~·~-=~~~~:'.~~: ~~~: :~~~~~:~~~~~~~ns·-~···· ········ ~~:· ~-~~ -'-~·, ... --. ... ·-.. ··--... 
·~' . ·: 
. , 
.was lubricated thorollghly to ~eep the friction fovce to a mini-
' ' 
mum. The creep specimens were then grouted together by hydro-
-stone. A time interval of about 3 hours was allowed for the hy-
drostone paste. to harden. 
into a .12-ft. colunm. · · 
-4.1.6 Post-tensioning 
,,, 
The cveep specimens were thus formed 
Immediately befove post-tensicm,.ing, the 12-ft; colurrm 
was lifted a few inches to r.elease any restraining effect of. the . 
' 
I-beam on the· shrinkage of specimens and a set of strain read-
• 
• I ingsr.1.was taken. The setup for post-tensioning, which was done 
at approximately 48 !;)ours after-:casting, is shown in Fig. 5. 
-~ - -,, ~ --·· ., ------ -----·---·-- ·-----
The load cell consisted of a 1-3/8-in. stressteel bar with two 
."'>'. 
j, ,.1 
- . pairs.of foil strain gages. The loa~ was applied by a hydraulic 
jack at t~ end oppositE! that where the 10:d cell was placed. 
When the load cell showed the desired force in the bar, the nut 
on thei .. jacki~g end was ti~~ned and the jack was released. 
C. . 7 \ 
"· j,. The·colunm was again lifted a few·inches to allow the specimens 
t~ adjust to their new lengths after .elastic shortening. Whit--
.temore gage readings were immediately taken. The column was then 
~- - - - - ___ ..... -------+-~ -
. ' . 
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. placed in 1a··. vertical . p.osi tion, as · shown -in-- Fig. _5·. · -. S-train . read·- · 
• i 
'/', • .. 
" . . ' 
ings.wepe·then taken at regular ·intervals .. 
. ··- - ----- ----·,-·----·----·-~---- ····--~- --·---· ----- ----· •. :. -···· .•. ----
-····--·· -··- ------·-·-··-·-·--·-·---- --·---·····----~-· ------ .· . ---------· • ____ _:_-_ :... -- . . I. •. '' . -- - . -; :- . .- '·-----------
• r· • 
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the ··variation of prestressing fovce with time could be vecorded. 
However, ~.the· ze-ro · readings of .the load cells· changed after a 
••••• ,;r 
period of time. Therefore, while· the load· eel~ readings ·at post~;·~--· 
l . 
t.' .• 
~--· --- · · · tensioning time ·were accurate, thos~ · after a period of time were 







4.2 Second Phase '· 
-~ 
4~2.1 Purpose and Scope 
· In the first. phase of _the stufy, Series B, ·.c, .and· D 
all showed rather high ·creep· and shrinkage_ strains, but neither ·-! 
----· -- .. -·- -- --~-- - ---~·of the thFee shortened -s-i·~i"fieantly more than the1·j·other -two. 
--------- ---~----------· -:---- -- .. __ {See Chapter 5 for discu_ssion of· results.) The ref ore-,. it was 
. 
·, -- . ·-- ··•·• . ---- ·. . 
- ' 
. ,• 
... . -' ,• . 
'· . ' 
. 'I. 
. decided to extend this preliminary study,. 
' The second phase of the pilot test included concrete 
specimens from manufactul:lers B, C, n·, -and E. Plant E was in-
· eluded because its concre1;:e exhibited the lowest volumetric · 
-ch~ge in the first phase. This new phase of the project ·con-· 
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" .. -:--:··· ... :.,·,.·< ·,1.: Specimens cast at· Plants B, C, D~. and E ', ' ,1 
' . --~ --,· ~- ·-.·- -- ---~-- ~-
"'_, ' 
, were repeated to · check the . consistency .. 
·. : -~' \'_._ '. ,· 
· .. :' ·. . 
, . 
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with the ratio of the· applied stress· to 
the actual strength. Since concretes 
from'different manufacturers showed sig-
nifi1cantiy ·aiffe·rent strength propert.ies, 
· it was de~ided to explore .this effect • 
Wheneve.r a concrete exhibited a release 
strength exceeding the design value by .. · 
more than 15%, an additional s~ries of 
specimens was cast and post-tensioned 
to 400/o of actual concrete strength. 1 
(T~ previously mentioned stress value· 
of 2000 psi ·corresponds to 41J>;6 of the 
design .conc~ete strength of· 5000 J?Si .) 
3. Originally, it was planned that. the ag-
. . . 
gregates which.exhibit the high~st vol-
... -- -·, . ... - . . ; - . - ". --- - --- . t-
umetric -change would be transported to 
one designated plant for the fabrication 
- - . ~:.··- ·-. 





of the main specimens. In order to ex-
" ~ne the effects of such transportation 
of materials, s.pecimens. were also produced . 
at Plant E, using the materials transported 
from Plants B, C,. and D • 
.  
. . . 
~.2.2· Specimens and Procedures 
.I 
. The shape and size of the specimens, the ·materials 
used, and the instrumentation.were all ·identical to those of 
, . ~ 
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the first phase. :For · the third part of the· extended study, . . ~ 
· where transported ·.materials were _.involved, th~ .. mixture designs 
- ----. . •. - ... .:,,._ . .,J. - - --
" ' 
... ·' ---_-- --. .,.L -------.-.---· of the · origin~ting plants· were used. The rnaterials were measured · . . • I 
·7 
. ;L: ... 
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_; __________ ··-·- ~ ···- ·~-- ···-······--·-~----- '. ·- , -- - -
... 
o-f Gen-way bags which were specifically. designed fo·r this purpose.· 
(1 
- Admixtures were also measured and sent in separate containers. 
The aggregates, cement, water, and the admixtures were mixed at -
Plant E in a ·truck mixer. These specimens were ste~-cured ~long 
side the beams cast on the same day at Plant E. The specimens 
were brought to Fritz Laboratory after about 22 hours of curing.· 
1 ·-· 
Prepa-ration at Fritz Engineering Laboratory -·was the same as in 
the first phase. Taples 2 and 4- give the relevant information 
-· 
I 
· on ·proport·ions and properties of the concrete ingredients and. 
mixtures used in this phase. 
-- . . . 
Load cells were not used.in the second phase as their 
usefulness in the first phase was rather doubtful. Th_e -post-
tensioning process for this phase was also slightly different 
from the· first phase. F~gure 7 shows- the post-tensioning set-
up for the second ·phase.· The prestressing-force was measured 
at both. ends of the colunm during post-tensioning .. Hydraulic 
jacks -were also used at both . ends of the · colurm. T~e specimens 
-were jacked at one end until the load cell at the opposite end 
showed the desived foFce. The nut ·at the measuri}l?; end would 
-38-
J 
. . ' 
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','then .be ·tightened~ 
.. 
I\, -, .•. : 
,' ,. ' 
Upon the· release· of the jack· at -the dead end., 
before the nut at thi.s. end· was tightened. This procedure insured 
" 
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Figure 8 shows the typical time variations of strains 
of concrete produced at one plant. The two bottom 1.curves show 
the average. of measured- sh~inkage and total stra·ins (ela·stic . 
.. 
shortening, creep, and shrinkage) of the -two batches of con-
-crete made at this plant. The top curve requires further ex-
pl~ctt_ion. · 
-----==-~._.-=-,"'-=/\ · . The specimenE; had. a rather high percentage of pre-
stre'ssi~ steel (3.04%). Thus, the initial steel stress was 
quite low ~~~·~···kSi·;-whi~/is 4-5% of specified yield strength) • 
This ·1ow level of initial steel·· stress essentially eliminat-ed 
any loss· due ··to the relaxation of steel. On the other hand, 
•·. . f 
- ,' 
- - - -- ··- -··· -- - ~- ---· -- :.. - -~ .---=-- ~ -- . •,• .. -. ~- - - -- - ,-
r,,r • .i; 
Y"•1, ~.,.' 
., l 
. . ·.:: .. ---. ~- -" --·--- - . 
, .. 
; 1 .' ••· , Ii ;Y 
·:.'°, .. :~ •. ' I ' 
the percentage loss of prestress due to shrinkage and creep of 
. 
. the concrete wa_~ unusually high, up to approximately 3CJ>t6 in five 
months. In order to compensate for the rapid decrease of pre-· ... . 
stress force, the top·curve in Fig. 8 was constructed to repve~ 
-
sen·t the· expected total strain if a constant stress were main-
tained. This was do~e by estimating the average· prestress 
within any time interval and increasing the creep strain in 
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· · : that ·i·nte-r.val by the ratio of· the initial stress to the average 
-·· !. 
-stress in that ·time interval. The detailed· procedure· for this · -·~ 
- .... ----·------ ·· _______ -_q, ____ ,_;_ _____ -__ 
···--------------- __ :.c;;.co··ccc.,.ciijt;J.._:.:.I -==·=====-== --~cl.justment is· given in the Appendix~ ~ .. __ ---- ··-·· .. ·-- -- .. 
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Shrinkage s.t.rains of the concrete spepimens fabricated 
at different plants are shown in. Fig. 9, while· the -~o.tal . strains _ 
. of these specimens.,. aqjusted to a constant prestress are: compared 
in Fig. 10. Some -of the ·shrinkage specimens ·s~owed. an expansion 
.~ . 
) 
during the first few days. This is believed to be a temp~rature 
effect. The first readings were taken as soon as· the forms were 
~tripped, shortly after the .specimens ar~ived at the Fritz Labo-
' - . 
ratory. It is probable that thermal equilibrium had not yet been . 
_ agbieved at that· time and some thermal expansion was developed 
afterwards • 
§.P!cimens frpm Series B showed far ·more shrinkage tlian 
' 
------·--· _____ --'--·---· --.· __ any -other ·series. However, Series D was slightly higher in the 
:· .'~. :: . 
' ' 
. -
adjusted. total s.trains .. Comparison of these re~ults showed that 
, 
- . 
- ;· Series -D· had·· 1:he highest -creep. ·. Se~ies ·C also had high creep 
... _·,;r·-·-,-. 
and shrinkage strains. The total strailis in Series B, C, and D 
·. were very close and no definite conclusion could be drawn on. the 
-one concrete which possessed the highest potential for· prestress 
losses. The second phase of this pilot study .was conducted to 
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The solid ii.rte~ Curve A, - in Fig.·_ 11 shows· ·the typical 
. . ,' . . . -'' 
••. I.. .;, ' • •.•. ·''' 
•,. 
.. . 'J 
time variation of total measured strain of 9oncrete produced .. :iIJ. _______ -
---~:: . -·-·--. -----:;.:·...:....---.--·:_·-- --- -
. . '•· 
-- ··------··-----·-··-----·-·· -------- .. _._. 
. ... - ............ -- . ·······-··---------. --------~~-- ---·---------·-··--·- ---··-··-···· --
.. 
. . ' 
___ ....,.-
. I 
I' ing the ·first week before the expected gradual increase -took 
. place. It is believed that the thermal expansion, as· explained 
in the previous section, is responsible fQr a part of this de~ ~-- ~ 
crease. Also excessive·creep ·of· the hydrostone joints between 
_. ---- -~ . -
the concrete specimens -may have contributed ·to the initial ex,~, 
· parision of concrete. The -creep of these joints reduced the· to-
tal length of the specimens assemblage and relieved a portion 
' of the stress in steel. Therefore, the stress in the concrete 
,-
. - . J -
· specimens was · reduced., and the specimens recovered' some of their 
. elastic strain.. Thus, the total strains in the specimens were 
--• -r.educed-. In . order to correct this effect, · Curve A was extended 
I • 
i. 
- . - --- --· ,_j;., _·:;'t_ - -
,• • --· • I • ··- -· 
~ ,. 
! 
- ----·-·----·------ - -·· --
,-
. / backwards -graphically, to intersect the ·e·lastic· s.train line ~t _______________ ,------+-------------------------
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, . 
· M, as shown by , dotted line in Fig. ll ~/ Then, the entire curve 
' 7' . 
• 
_--~--·-was··sn:tftea--_up a d:fstance MN,·a·s·sh-own.by·.curve·B in Fig. 11. 
1 
. Curve B was used hereafter for comparison. Due.to the exces-
, 
· sive creep · of hydros tone, which was not experimentally deter-
. mined, the adjustment us~d for the first phase obs_ervations 
, appeared to be an .unwarranted·refinement and was not made • 
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Figure·s 12., 13, 14, _and 15 .show the total strains as 
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Plan.ts B and E -were very consistent. The two curves~for Plant.B 
·are within one standard deviation of each·other •. For Plant E, 
they are essentially ·coincidental. The results from the speci·- · 
mens cast at Plants C and D in the · second phase differed sub-·· 
.. ,· 
. stantially from those made in the first phase. This difference 
w-as .explained by the· fact that substantial changes in quality 
-control were made at these two plants in the meantime. 
oil,_ : . . 
.. 
For Plant E, comparison of the curves for different 
.stress levels vevealed the near proportionality ·betwe~n · stress 
'. 
. 1 
and the elastic strain. However, the time ra·te of. total strain .. 
. - - ---- -· -----
.. 
··----·-· ---·" - . ----------- ... ---···· .. _. 
- -- ---·------'.. ----··-·····-··· --····- . 
. ' 
• -:' l!J 
.. 
. ' " 
. did not change appreciably -with the · increas-e in the. concr~ete 
. . 
--
. stress • For Plant. n; both· "the ~rate---of change in-the total strain---,--~ ------------
.. " 
. and the elastic shortening increased with the level· of stress. 
. I 
f ·--
ConcPete specimens made from transpor_ted material from 
Plants B a11,d C.did'not exhibit the same creep and shrinkage char-
.. - .. ,.. 
' . 
acteristics· as·those placed in the original plants •. For. Plant.C, 
... 
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. well as. total strains. Since th~ water .w.as ... added to the-.-aggPe:.. , 
gates before transportation~ approximately one week before mix--
,,- . 
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--- ·-- -··- -· ---- . 
lofig,· period of time~ ·-A~part of this absorbed water might not~ 
have been available for workability at the time of mixing. Water 
was actually added to obtain the· desired workability. The result-
ing high water to cement ratio caused the transported specimens. 
.. . 
to cJJeep and· shrink more • For Plant B, the concrete made from 
the transported aggvegates showed less elastic and total strains. 
Here water was adde'd to the aggregat~_s only a couple of, days be-
-fore mixing.. The concrete mixtures had low consistency (I.I- to 
'· 
.-5 inches· slump) and low strength. The characteristics of this 
'.concrete were so much different from the concrete cast at 
Plant B that any comparison would appear ·meani.ngless.. The spec-
imens with·transported aggregates from Plant D showed shorten-
.. 
· ings very -c_lose to.i thos~ plac·ea ·at Plant ·n··. ·· In ·this cas·e, water· 
_ _ _was not transported, but. added at the mixing time. The water 








-content and the· slump.:of the two concretes were about the ·same. 
Figure .16 shows a ·comparison·:of the shrinkage of the 
concrete cast at'the four plants, B; C, D, .and E. The concrete 
' . from Plant ·B showed far ··more shrinkage than the -c-oncretes placed 
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A 
total s:trains o·f the conpretes produced at the four ·plants. Again, 
Plant B specimens show more elastic shortening as-well as greater 
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· rate of change in total stra.in •· 
. 
. 
Plants C. and E · showed low elas-
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. . ' ···_] 
.. 
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I , , 
tic shortening and total-strain • 
. 'l'he second phase·of the pilot test clearly indicated 
•• 
.. - .I. . that the concrete placed at Plant B had the highest potential 
for losses in· pres·tress forces. 1-ience, it is recommended to use 
. 
-- . . -- - -- ~-··. . ... _, - - .. - -the concrete ·produced at Plant B to establish the upper bolllld 
for prestress losses. Plants C and E both showed the lea~t po~ 
.tential for prestress losses in the second phase. In view of· 
- the consistency of results from Plant E between the two phases, 
it is recorrunended to use· the concrete cas·t at Plant E to es-
tablish the lower·bol.llld. 
5-.3 -- .Comparison. of Results ·and Formulae 
.. The test data.from Plants Band E. were compared with 
commonly accepted formulae for ,creep ·and shrinkage. The data 
. obtai.ned in the first five days after the placing_ of concrete 
-.were not used becaus-e-· of the effects_ of thermal equilibrium and 
·the·creep ·of hydrostone discussed previously. In this ·compari-
. 
-·son, both -time and strain were referenced to the status five I,' . 
days after casting. J,. .. , ... 
. ·'}, . 
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... With the reference points so·shifted, the data.points 
I 
______ ------·--,-· __ for ____ thJ~ ____ f;i._r_§_t _____ l_Qg clays for ·e_ach series of specimens were plotted 
------------------------,---------- -so that they .could be compared wi·th· th·e equations mentioned in 
,. 
' . " ... . 
Section 2. 6. An essentially linear relati·onship wa·s observed· on 
a log-log scale as shown in Figs. 18 and 19·. These lines repre- :i. 
-sent equations of t~e exponential form e = ate. Coefficients a 
and·~ have been determined graphically for each series, and are 
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For both plants, the shrinkage strains for the two 
phases were nearly the·-same. Only one straight line was fitted 
through all of the points for Plant B, while two distinct lines, 
close ·to each· other, were plotted for the first and second phase 
-of Plant E. 
''j . 
The log-log plot of shrinkage plus creep versus time 
' is shown in Fig. 19. He!'e the ordinates are the -changes in 
. \ ... ~ 
length-of creep specimens per·unit length; or, the sum of 
shrinkage and creep due to the varying stress, minus the change 
in the elastic shortening due to the -change in stress. The re-
sults of the.first and second phase for Plant B plotted into 
two very-close parallel lines. For Plant E, the two lines for 
~ 
' 
the two phases approached each·dther rapidly. The slope of the , 
shrinkage .plus creep curves.were higher than the· corresponding 
.shrinkage curves with a definite corvelation between them • 
.. 
; 
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· -CO.NCLUSIONS·. J.• ---------- . -- . ---, 
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- - ----- - -• ·--~• -•• -, r -• -• -
--- --- -------- -- -- - . 
~ · 1. The concrete produced at Plant B has the: highest 
J'Otential for ·prestress losses. 
-~2. The· concrete produced at Plant E has the lowest 
--
potential for·prestress losses. 
.. 
3. The ·concrete produced from transported aggr~gates 
does not exhibit the same creep and shrinkage characteristics. 
as.those ~f the originating plant. 
4. The plot of the logarithm of creep and shrinkage 
against the logarithm·of time ·is a.straight line for approxi-
·mately the first 100 days. 
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8. NOMENCLATURE 











mod~lus of elasticity of pvestressing steel. 
------------- - -
stress in. concrete -
concrete s.tress at the centroid· of the prest:r,essing . :steel ... 1 
initi·al stress· in prestressing steel after ·seating 
of the.anchorage 
Ulti~atev strength of steel 
• 
time at which the creep-strain.equ~ls half its final value 
time at which the shrinkage strain-equals half its final value 
time -since the application .. of load 
- --~ - :vatio .of loss -fu · steel stress due to relaxation 
~.·of _pres tressing steel 
· 
- 'i 
total str.es..s loss in prestvessing .steel ! 
.• 
\ 
strain in concrete due-to·creep 
y:->•• 
·1 
e final stress in concrete due to creep ·C·a, 
~e strain in. concrete due to elastic. __ shortening-.-~------- --~~~ 
· strain in . concrete due to shrinkage 
1 final • due -to : shrinkage· . C -· stress in conc:r>ete . ·s_a, 
l ~ 
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· The formulae derived in this appendix weve used to I 
\.-¢ 
, ____ __.__, __ •. I 
change the total strain of concrete under varying stress to that 
due to constant stress. 
















·--·-··· -· - --··- -------- --~-------- - .- --- ---·-- -- -- --- - - - - ---.--- ------1~---- .The modulus of elasticity of concrete 
{E ) remains constant.· 










2. Creep is directly proportional to stFess 
in concrete~ 
~ ~ ' 3. At any time, creep -st'rain is tmif ormly 
J~. d~stributed along the entire length .of 
the post-tensioned colunm. 
I.I-. Relaxation of steel is neglected. 
), : 
' . ' The following--nota-ti·on-·ts··--use-a ·in thi-s--~append-ix· -mi-less-- ···· 
./ 
--otherwise specified. Strain is represented by e while steel and 
' ~ . 
. concrete stresses ·are· _shown by f and f'·, respectively. The -letter 
(\': 
·subscripts e, s, c, and t used withe indicate, respectively, 
' . 
.. strain due ·to ,elastic shortening,_ shrinkage:, creep, and the, total 
of the thvee effects. The numerical subscripts O, ~! 21 .and n 
,.,.~~. ... .... 
, ~s1- ' 
. ', 'l'·. ;-- . ~-,. -·- ~ - -- '-~---.--- .. 
.. 
,--- . I )· 
' ' ,." ' 
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.. ' .. indicate the time of . observation, with time zero desi·gnating the -·,· ·· 
'' ..>\.-- ••.• 
. post-tensioning time. . Figure 8 shows some of these symbols. 
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- - -- ·-.•. -- - Change in steel stress from.post~tensioning time ·to 
cQlY ·time t1 is 
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-To find elastic shorteni~ at time t 1 , one can write 
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where etl and 'sl are directly ,observed and 1 81 is computed by 
.. equation 4. 
Similarly~ at time t 2 
f2 := .. fo - E 
·s 
~c2 = 6 t2 - 8s2 - -~~ 
.. 
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. ;~ lrUit 
~. If the actual stress in· steel does .not vary greatly .during the 
., 
_time interval t 2 - t 1 , it may be approximated.by a.constant stress 
- ........ -· --·· --··~-· ,_ 
:~. ~. -·--. ___ -_· _- _____ ~--·- ___ --~-----!12 ·which is the ~~~rage ,·within th:e interval • . . - - . -
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,fl + f2 ;-




The incremental creep can now be modified to.correspond to a 
.constant.stress f 0. 
(5) 
But 
. -.. • .. r.: 
., 
f' ( .l)s/~c) f 0 fo fo -~ fo 0-
.(6)' 
- - - -
fi2 C~s1~c)fl2 - f12 (fl+· f2)/2 - fl+ f2 
I 
Substi±ute equation 6 into equation S, 
2 f 0 
A e' '-~c ,.: . - - fl - f2 ·-· cl2 + · 12 
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:<f'. ·n I 
· c(a-1) (a) 
- I: 2 •' 2!-o f f en a.=l a-1 + a 
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·. Manufactuz;-e:rs . of Prestres·sed Concrete 
, in Permsylvania and Their Locations 
"'· -----
'"' 
·1. Dickerson Prestressed Concrete , Inc . 




~- ·.- . !~- ' ' . 
Youngwood· 
York 
3. Eastern Prestressed Concrete Corporation, Inc. Hatfield 
11-. International Pipe and.Ceramics Corporation -
5. New Enterprise Stone and Lime Company 
.~· 
6. · Pottstown Newcrete Products, Inc. 
7 ~ ··· Schuylkill_ Products, Inc. 
.••. ~~ 
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B' K, s 1:1.55:2.83 
"' C l: l .' 39 : 2 .. 81 
D I 1:1.34-:3.03 




o, p 1:1.4-0:2.89 
6, Q, R, T ../ . 1 : 1 • 4-0 : 2 . 8 9 
Note: First Phase B to H 















(See page 60 for notes) 
.. 
Table 2 Concrete Mixtures 
Coarse Aggregate Fine Aggregate 
Crushed Limestone 
Crushed Limestone Silica Sand 
Crushed Sand-Crushed Limestone 
stone 
Manufactured Crushed Limestone from Ganis-
., 
ter Rock 
Crushed Limestone Lake· Sand 
Crushed Limestone Silica Sand 
Crushed Limestone River Sand 
Crushed Limestone Silica Sand 
Crushed Sand-Crushed Limestone 
stone 
Iii 
















. : i 
'• 
' 










Admixtures I [ j Design Agent Amount I 
I Strength per sack j 




~ r I 
P1as timert:t· 3.0 oz. t . : 5000 Sika AEA 0.75 ! oz. 1 
i 
I 
\ Pozzolith 0.534 gal. I l (1) I APA 0.934- I 
' i 
! 
I Pozzolith 0.25 gal. l 6000 MBVR 0.50 oz. 
~-
i 





l Pozzolith 0.25'lb. . I . (2) • I 
\ 
Plastiment 3.0 l (1) oz. I i 
i 
I Pozzolith 0.25 lb. I I 5250 MBVR 0.75 oz. i 
,. \· 
i I ~ 
' .. Pozzolith 0.534- gal;. : ' . 1 i {l) ! MBVR ·1.s ·oz. I 1·1 
! 
i. 
Pozzolith 0.2s gal. i I 







'\ .. Table 3 Concrete Properties (First Phase) 
Actual Actual Percent Series Water Water Slump. 
- Air Content Content 
· gal/cu.yd. gal/sack • l.Il. 
B 32.9 4._39 1-7/8 4.5 2-1/2 4-.2 




"° D 29.9 3.99 I 2-1/4 3.3 
1 4-. 2 E 30.0 3.53 1-1/4 4.5 
2-1/8 5.1 F 32. 2- 4.60 1-1/2 4.4 
G 34.4- 4-.59 2-1/4- 4-. 8 2-1/2 5. 2· 
""'" 
H 33.0 4.40 2 4.4 
·2 s.o 


















I . ! . ! 
\_ Actual Str¢ngth 
28-day (3) Jelease (4) · 
I, 
6670 5200 
4960 · 5250 (5) 
. 79.00 5558 
: 
7510 i 6430 . 
. ! 
. i 
8050 ,)l.6000 (6) 
6730 6295 
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-------~·-No~es--~ f-or-._cT-ables -2 and . -3- ---- " --- --·-- --------------·-,· ---
- - -~- --- ----- ------ ------ -------------
---------·------------------- - -----------·-'·-~·----,-..-...:--.-~----~--·- . ~ . ',-- .. -. - -- .. --·-- ···- .. ............ ---- ----------------- --·---·-· -------------------·--- - ' . . ' ' . - . 
--·-------··--···-··- . -----· ·--- - --··--··· ------···---- --- - - ----------··-4-·-------····-,-------- .----.------------·------·-- ·- .. ---·-:-·· - .. ----~-... --,-----------,~.-------- -----
·-- .----- ------------ _--------------(!) -- Mix. deslgii--.-coritrci11ed by · speci~ied . cement content, 
7.5 sacks per.cubic yard. 
.< 
.. ·--- - ..... ·-········----1--------· ' ---
. (2) Mix . design. contJ?olled -_by specified cement content, 
7 sacks per :cubic yard.· . 
_ ----------- _ ----~-'---~---=--- ~ ~~~-,- --------------___ - •-• ·-·,. ----- -;·· ----""---· --- . --.- ... -------- ------------ - -----------1'"'"2'''-''' ._ -... i-





(3) One-day ·steam .curing, 27 days air ,curing,_ test ·con-ducted by· project personnel at Fritz Laboratory. 
(I.I-) One-day -steam.curing, data-supplied by.the respective plants. 
(5) The 28-day -st·rength · obtained at Fritz· Laboratory is lower than the-release strength reported ,by the plant. Strength at ten days (1 day-steam, and 9 days air.curing) 
obtained at Fritz Laboratory averaged 4350 psi. Thorough discussion .with. plant super:µitendent failed to reveal-
satisfactory reason for-such an: abnormal-correlation 
among· the strengths. 
(6) Several cylinders .did not break at the rated loading 
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.Table 4 Concrete Properties (Second Phase)v 
Actual Actual Percent Series :Water Water Slump Air Content Content 
gaVcu.yd. gal/sack • in. 
~ 
K a. 29.0 3 .87· 1-3/4 3.5 
b'. 30.0 4.00 2-1/2 4.5 
' L a. 29.l 3.88 1-3/4 5.2 
b'.. 28.2 3.76 1-1/2 4.2 
I M a. 29.0 3.87 1-1/4 4.0 en 
...., b:. 28.7 3.82 1-3/4- 3.5 I 
0 a:. 21·.o 3.61 2 3.0 
b. 27.0 3.61 1 2.9 
p a. 31.6 4.22 1-7/8 2.0 
·- .... 
" Q a .•. 29.2 3.90 2-1/8 3.9 
b. 29.2 3.90 2 3.2 
I R a:. 29.2 3.90 2-1/2 7.2 I 
1-1/2 
.. 
b '• 29.2 7.90 4.6 
s ai. 32.5 4 •. 35 5 4.8 
bi. 31.2 4-.17 4- 3.5 
T a .. 29 .3 3.91 2 3.9 
b. 29.7 3.96 2-1/8 3.6 
' 
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b. Inter-relationship of Growth of Several Cement Grains 
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Fig. 2 Creep and Shrinkage Specimen 
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~ig. 3 Concrete Mold 
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I Fig. 13 Total and Shrinkage Strains in Series C 
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Fig. 16 C,omparison of . Shrinkage Strains • the Second Phase in 
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Fig. 17 Comparison of Total Strains in the Second Phase 
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0 Plant ·a 
C Plant 8 
-Ll. Plant E. 
• Plant E 
... 
Flnt Phase E• 2 5 ,o.ee . ' 
Second Phase E• 2.5,0.ee 
First Phase E• 1.9 ,o.ee 
Second Phase E • 2.0t0.80 
,...._ ___ __._ _ ~_...___.... __ ........_. ___________________________ _ 
I 5 10 IOO 
TIME (day1). 
Fig. 18 Shrinkage Strains on Log-Log Scale 
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.. 1 I 
0 Plant B First Phase E • 2.0t0.72 
C Plant B Second Phase E• 2.4t0.72 
Plant E First Phase E = -1•01o.7o 
• Plant E Second Phase E • 2•1 1o.ea 
' 
5 10 :50 
TIME (days) 
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